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EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING (EF) SKILLS:
Teaching Executive Functioning Skills
Fortunately for teachers and parents, there are increasing numbers of publications available to
help us teach effective executive functioning skills to children from toddlers to young adults.
Some resources are available free online, some are included in research journals and in
practitioner journals, and some are whole books and curriculums. You’ll want to sample several
different types of resources to get a big picture of strategies you feel comfortable using.
My school has a set curriculum. Does teaching EF skills interfere with that curriculum? This is
an important question. Your job as a teacher is to cover the mandated curriculum so that your
students learn the information required to pass on to the next level. Just as you currently use
many methods, tricks, games, and routines to teach, the strategies necessary to teach EF skills
are incorporated into the mandated curriculum to support the students’ learning. You already
demonstrate and teach things that aren’t official content, such as manners, compliance, social
behavior, following routines, problem-solving, etc. You do this automatically and don’t think
anything about it. It doesn’t “interfere with learning”, it enhances the likelihood of learning.
Should I tell my principal/parents that I’m teaching EF skills? Why not? Your principal already
knows that you cover the mandated curriculum and you manage your classroom well. She’ll be
pleased that you’re keeping up with the latest teaching/learning research and applying it in the
real world of your classroom. Your students’ parents probably already know the glitches in their
children’s learning, and will likely welcome your efforts to enhance their children’s skills. They
want to know that you’re still teaching what is required, and they want their children to
succeed in life. These skills will increase that success.
Are the strategies hard for me to learn? Do I need special training to implement them? You
don’t need special training. The hard part was gaining awareness of the EF skills and then doing
some assessment, formal or informal, to find where your students are functioning.
I’ll give you some examples of strategies you can use. The actual things you will do look
remarkably like the things you already do. Now you’ll choose those specific methods for a
concrete reason, not just because someone randomly suggested you “try this” with a particular
student. Here’s a sample of interventions from research done by Margaret Oliver in 2012.
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EF skill

What the challenge looks like

Intervention

Working Memory

Difficulty following multiple-step
directives from teacher, boss, parent.

-Decrease the number of steps given.
-Create a visual or written list of
multiple-step routines.
-If verbal, teach the skill of asking for
clarification when confused or
forgetful.
-Be patient.

Working Memory

Confusion, forgetfulness in
acquisition of materials such as
grocery shopping or packing items for
school or work.

-Create a list for the most common
routines for easy access; keep list
handy even when it appears that the
child has mastered it.
-Suggest that the child limit the
number of outlets for items purchased
to support familiarity.

Working Memory

Needed for academic success:
planning and executing assignments;
organizing multiple tasks; remaining
attentive during instruction even
when feeling distractible;
comprehension challenges.

-Research shows success by taking a
behavioral approach when addressing
working memory – using positive
reinforcements – those improvements
in performance were maintained.
-Electronic and paper organizers.
-Extended time, reduced work.
-Visual supports.
-Help student access prior knowledge.

Planning and
Initiation

Difficulty transitioning; difficulty
switching tasks; difficulty in
responding to an interruption.

-Research shows that students who
memorize and apply rules are more
successful at task switching.
-Put routines and rules into a visual
and/or written format that is easily
accessible.
-Give verbal and visual advance notice
of changes in routine.

Planning and
Initiation

Child or adult appears to be lazy and
does not finish, or even begin,
necessary tasks. Has messy desk or
living area. Oblivious to due dates on
bills and other paperwork.

-Overwhelming demands for task
organization can cause a shut-down.
-Teach the student to talk himself
through tasks and problems.
-Intense support in learning to
complete tasks via organizational tools
and task analysis.
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You can see from these examples that the strategies are not so different from those you
already use in your classroom.
There’s a long list of resources at the end of this Fact Sheet. I’m sure you’ll find additional
resources, too. Your students will be better prepared for school and for life when they have
good executive functioning skills. Have fun teaching!
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